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Post-emergency and project: procedural dynamics and architectural themes
Pasquale Miano

The topic of the post-disaster reconstruction

The International Agreement, signed in 2015, between the UP Dilman University of the
Philippines, College of Architecture and the University of Naples Federico II, Department
of Architecture, has implicated an extensive scientific collaboration in the field of design
on the issues of the post-disaster reconstruction after destructions caused by natural
disasters.
In recent years, the Philippines have been affected by many problems resulting from
earthquakes, typhoons and other natural disasters, which have led to strong emergency
conditions, causing victims and massive destruction. They are not new problems: in
the Philippines, there was a vulnerable position to various factors, which has been
constantly manifested throughout history and that has affected the features, the forms
and the materials of architecture, till the point to represent one of the main factors of
identification of places (see Lico G.R.A., Calamities and Disasters that Shaped Philippine
Architecture, pp. 45-58). In this complex and various panoramas, the research activities
and the international collaboration between the two Universities have been set on the basis
of direct knowledge of situations, trying to give a contribution focused on the issue of the
role that the urban and architecture design can bring within the reconstruction processes,
that are developing in the Philippines after the latest disasters. This collaboration is testified
by the various initiatives derived from the Agreement, like the site inspections made in
2015, the works made by the Master Thesis projects, the seminar prepared by Jose Danilo
Silvestre in march 2016, the Symposium and Workshop, which were held in Naples, during
October 2016.
To make considerations on this topic, it is necessary to think at first instance on the
mechanisms that are determined after a disaster, in emergency and post-emergency phases,
which require adequately evaluating some wrong settings, that regularly recur in the events
of the reconstruction and that significantly affect also the role of the project.
In order to correctly set the research, it is necessary to overcome the logic of the
relocation of prefabricated building systems, that are easy to assemble and that have a
global reach, through which to create wrappers for residential settlements and public
buildings, completely indifferent to the local conditions. In fact, that attitudes try to solve
only the quantitative issues in a temporary period. In any way, this is not the topic that
we specifically faced in the Philippines cases, because among the calamitous events of
2015 and the period in which we have considered some cases of great interest, there is a

Loon Church after the earthquake.

significant distance in time, which is crucial in the interpretation of these issues. However,
it seems appropriate to advise, in the incipit, the basic misunderstanding that often
characterizes the emergency project, which ultimately also affect the later phases.
In fact, if the mechanisms of the post-disaster emergency need to be profoundly
rethought, in the reconstruction phase, that was examined in the considered cases in a
very partial way, it is necessary to avoid two opposite attitudes, which are very frequently
used in these situations. The first attitude works on design solutions that seek formal
nature balances: in some cases they are interesting, but they determine a distance respect
to the contexts in which they are inserted, becoming the expression of a self-referential
architectural research. In this same view, the technological experimentations, with materials
completely unrelated to the contexts, are also looked. They often don’t guarantee the
permanence in time of realized interventions.
On the other hand, the second attitude, on the contrary, works on design solutions that
want to reproduce what existed before the disaster, without taking into account of changes
which have been determined in the post-emergence phase processes.
The two positions, that seem really different from each other, actually share the same
waiver. In both cases, they don’t consider to operate in the system of relations, balances,
changes that has determined a new condition, different from that existing previous the
disaster.
Taking in consideration the very different situations found in the Philippines, an aspect
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that emerges with great precision in the post-emergency phase concerns the very long
transition, between the disaster and the reconstruction; a phase in which there isn’t a
condition of normality and in which contrasting aspects emerge. So the conservative and
transformative dynamics intertwine in a very significant way and the communities trigger
intentionality and actions often in contrast with the established reconstruction programs.
A very interesting point that arises from the Philippines cases is related to the reading
and interpretation of the processuality as part of the urban and architectural design, of
the connotations that must take on the urban project in these situations of transition. It
is necessary to think about the relationship between the project and the post-emergency,
by considering that «to build this relationship [...] has the meaning of understanding, on
the one hand, the specific contribution of design and of architectural culture in facing
conditions of (post) emergency and, on the other hand, the contribution that the (post)
emergency conditions, as a phenomenon, can give the design culture in rethinking its
methods and instruments» (Tempolilli 2005, p.7).
This rethinking requires the definition of the project as a process, which can bring together
different techniques and tools, also multidisciplinary, capable of responding to the hard
dynamic pressures, related to the economic, social and political conditions, that have
determined a substantial increase of the devastating effects of the disaster, causing high
vulnerability of the territory and buildings. At the same time, these pressures bring to
respond adequately the fundamental need to resume “a normal condition”.
Through the aphorism of Louis Kahn: «the task of the design is the adaptation to the
circumstances», Robert Venturi, in 1966, explains, in “Complexity and contradictions of
architecture”, how the architecture should be open to every possible contradiction (Venturi
1980). In this specific case, the contradiction is to be evaluated respect to the intrinsic
circumstances determined by the context of intervention, including the requests of the
community, which after the disaster become really articulated. Doing a simplification, it is
possible to say that in these situations, after having reasoned on the post-emergency phase,
reconstruction projects must consider the processuality that have been registered during
time. They should be designed in a procedural logic, able to continue over time, to be
modified and substantially transformed, as a work in progress to be continuously updated.
So it is possible to outline some design criteria, which are interesting to develop, starting
from the considerations of Giancarlo De Carlo on the “architecture of participation”,
which moved «by the necessity to translate the project in a process, in an “open work”
capable of receiving, listening, connecting the tensions of the city and its citizens» (Marini
2013, p. 13). On the other hand, the same Walter Gropius stated that «there is not a
terminal point in architecture, there is only an uninterrupted change» (Gropius 1955, p. 95).
This awareness drives to appropriately consideration about a further aspect highlighted
by De Carlo, when he said that «the moment of the solution’s elaboration does not tend
to a finished product, but to a sequence of hypotheses that continue to improve, passing
through the critical and creative contribution of the users» (De Carlo 2013, p. 70)

A Bool Church after the earthquake.

In other ways, Rem Koolhaas, when he directly relates the architecture to the program,
indirectly reaffirms the centrality assumed by reconstruction programs, which requires
the definition of indeterminate and open buildings, understood as an essential response
to face the issues that take place in the Philippines area affected by natural disasters. The
contradiction between architecture and program is clear by the aphorism «a maximum of
program and a minimum of architecture», implemented by the expression «where there is
nothing, everything is possible» (Koolhaas 1995, p. 199)
Therefore, in this context, it is not appropriate to work on architectures and urban projects
that are completed and defined in each part, which prefigure static and hard to modify
settlement systems; it is instead necessary to take into account those that De Carlo called
“open systems”, from which descend «flexible, changing, growing projects, feasible by
different steps» (De Carlo 2013, p. 70). Projects that are not simply built on the basis of a
functional program, but which deal with issues related to the use of urban and architectural
spaces in time. They are spaces of variable sizes and uses that require a great ability of
a continuous physical “re-bound”, of redesigning the intervention contexts, both at the
architectural scale, where it seems to make no sense to have a planning related only to the
isolated building, and at the urban scale, where the network of relations and concatenations
suddenly changes, where the new settlement sites and abandoned places continuously
proliferate.
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The post-emergency opens or confirms, by other ways, a reflection on the rediscovery of
the time and it is «always thanks to the rediscovery of the time that it is possible to look at
the architectural design not as a simple snapshot, but as a film sequence» (Marini 2010, p.
58) and this breaks down also the idea of a processing for steps definitely delineated.
In this way, it is possible to impose a «critical review of the project and of those who
articulates it» on the basis of «an invitation to contaminate itself with the place (the
“palimpsest” is all, including the users) » (Marini 2013, p. 20).
Looking even from a general perspective to the Philippines cases, it is important another
clarification on the evident contradiction between the need to order that reconstruction
programs often contain and the tendency to disorder that was recorded in the postemergency processuality, partly linked to the upheavals caused by the calamitous natural
events and partly to the resettlement and “spontaneous” reuse dynamics, which in the
disaster area were documented in growing processuality.
On this complicated topic, De Carlo says that: «rarely the architecture produced complex
event because, obscured by its calling to order; it has never penetrated the logic of the
disorder. Even when it has intensely thought about men, it was to convert them to
order» and then he adds «the disorder, unlike the order, is not designed. Those who have
attempted to do it, have designed a disordered order, that is, an order again. In fact, the
real question is not to reproduce the external aspects of the disorder, but the question is
to establish the conditions trough which the disorder can freely manifest itself» (De Carlo
2013, p. 74).
Referring to this setting path, still reasoning in general terms, but “closer” to the cases
taken into consideration in the Philippines, it is, at this point, possible to identify some
aspects that play an important role in the post-emergency phase and, in some way, in the
definition of the reconstruction project.
Starting from the Norberg Schulz’s definitions, for whom: «the identification is the basis
of the sense of belonging to a place of man» and «the orientation is the function that
makes him a homo viator who is part of nature» (Norberg Schulz 1979, pp. 19-20), it is clear
the necessity to link the project to identification and orientation points, which have had
and will continue to have an important role for the community. This finding is not simple
and unambiguous, but inevitably requires thinking on the concept of identity, which lends
to multiple interpretations. With the calamitous event, there is a mutation of identity,
which takes on a procedural feature in the post-emergency phase: as a result of the deep
transformations caused by the disaster, scattered and disconnected multiple identities
are generated, in the confused panorama of temporary structures and abandoned places
partially reactivated, which you find in places affected by natural disasters.
Whatever is the post-emergency planning intervention, it is necessary to challenge with the
hard task to re-construct the identity process that ties the built with the site and with the
community, broken by the violent split induced by natural disasters. So the post-emergency
project has the task of considering the merits of the identity reconstruction process, not by

Barangay-Anibong, Tacloban after the Yolanda
typhoon.

replicating the previous identity, or imposing other abstractly conceived identity, but placing
itself in continuity with the transformations that have taken place after the disaster.
In this process the “collective memory” becomes crucial, that, how the German
Egyptologist Jan Assmann explained in 1992, «not only reconstructs the past, but also
organizes the sense of the present and future» (Cuzmalo 2012, pp. 47-48). Maurice
Halbwachs, several years earlier, clearly said, by another point of view of this concept, that
«there is no collective memory that is not developed in a spatial context, it is on the space
[...] that we have to turn our attention: it is on space that our thinking must be fixed, so this
or that category of memories can reappear» (Halbwachs1978).
However, this is not a simple step and definitely it is not an automatic step to link memory
and project, as well highlighted by Vittorio Gregotti when he points out that «memory
is the ground on which we walk, the ground is essential to produce, but is an unsuitable
material to build something» (Gregotti 2000, p. 57).
In the post-emergency, the reconstruction of social, cultural and economic values of
a settlement or a building requires in other ways a “necessary detachment”. It means
to overcome attitudes that, on the basis of a psychological instance, want to rebuild
everything as it was, or on the opposite site, brutally simplifying, to make a tabula rasa of
what is painstakingly survived. A “necessary detachment” instead allows operating more
complex design considerations, making it possible to better understand the social problems
and the potentiality of the places; to proceed gradually, constantly correcting the route; to
overcome obstacles, avoiding conflicts. A “necessary detachment” that knows the best use
of the available limited resources, in order to implement interventions that can be useful
and easily continued.
In other ways, the identity is also made up of the rests of urban and exiting architectural
structures, subject to destruction in a total or partial manner, that are still present on the
sites and in some cases they have even already been reused in the post-emergency phase.
Sara Marini well describes this condition when she stresses that «the waste, the rest assumes
the dignity of findings, but it is not able so much to tell a past or a future, but to ask critical
thinking on the ways of construction of the present territories, to remember ordinary lack
of memory that, read in this way, they can embrace larger destinies» (Marini 2010, pp. 5859).
On the other hand, even the same condition of the partially destroyed building or in ruin,
through the not-finished that in the current condition characterizes it, shows different
layers of a building, as a physical expression, open to new configurations. In this view,
Linazasoro has consistently underlined that: «the ruin introduces an architecture model
interpreted as a process» (Linazasoro 2010, p. 17).
Ultimately, what has been preserved of the previous structure can be used as a starting
point for a design intervention, aimed at preserving the identity, contents, social and
cultural values. But, as we said earlier, to guarantee the physical diffusion of the artifacts’
values, the project must be designed in a procedural logic, able to continue over time,
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responding every time with different needs, also substantially changing. Thus, it reverses the
old Vitruvian canon of firmitas, which alludes to the architectural work’s ability to ensure
its persistence in time, its immobility, which, in any case, is a feature that can’t be effectively
imposed. In this way, the project becomes «an essential tool to give shape, or different
shapes, to a reality in continuous movement and often subject to sudden or violent
changes» (Tempolilli 2005, p. 14).
In this perspective, the different conditions of transformation that the project experiences in the period from emergency to post-emergency, till to the reconstruction, can be
read as real stratification, in which artifacts, remains and waste of the previous phases
can be taken and re-invented during the transformative dynamic.
Often it means to graft active abandonments processes, within which the same temporary structures used in the emergency phase, but also those produced in the post-emergency phase, can change in terms of use. The design process is then called to set a
sequence of active abandonments, new life cycles of structures that apparently are no
longer needed.
Therefore, looking at the project as a process means also to design “a convertible
architecture”, to appropriately respond to the continuous adaptations and changing needs,
determined by the cyclicality of natural disasters, but also by the rapid changing of the
collective requirements, in an economic situation characterized by limited availability of
resources. From these considerations arises the necessity for a deepening on materials and
local building techniques. This is not to be understood as a static repetition of the same
elements and the same techniques, but as a predisposition of an open structural system
that, since it was clear from the experimentations of Yona Friedman, of several decades
ago, tends to compose modular elements, adaptable to different spatial and functional
configurations, that are of easy maintenance, replacement, re-assembly, recycling (Friedman
2003).
On the other hand and this is another key point, the steps towards a normal condition,
require a careful evaluation of necessary measures to reduce the often high levels of
vulnerability of the territory, of the settlements and of the buildings. Regarding this aspect,
it should be put in place a process that goes in the opposite direction to that described
before in relation to the theme of the necessity for continuous updating with tradition; a
procedure that consists in the ability to have that the technologically advanced levels for
the safety measures of the territory and the settlements can be filtered through a check of
feasibility and maintainability in time of local conditions.
These actions aim to reconstruct a state of normality, meaning by this expression a
regularity and everyday life condition that the community would like to build again and
that must therefore be a key objective of the reconstruction programs. To engage a
processuality able to bring to this condition, it is necessary once again to reiterate the need
to set the project in terms of “open work”, especially referring on a point of fundamental
importance in the reasoning we are developing, that was underlined by Umberto Eco

Bohol island in the Philippines.

Religious complex and adjacent settlements
(from left: Dimiao Church, Loon Church,
Alburquerque Church, Loboc Church).

some years ago: «the author offers the user a work to enjoy: he doesn’t know exactly in
which way the work could be completed, but he knows that the completed work will
be always his work, not another, and that at the end of the interpretive dialogue a form
will be concretized that is its form, even if organized by another way that he could not
completely expect: since he essentially had proposed some possibilities that were already
rationally organized, oriented and equipped of organic development needs» (Eco 1962).
A community that is able to complete, contaminate and change the “work” is in the right
direction in order to return to a normal condition.

Design issues on Bohol Churches

These considerations are confirmed and get more detailed on the field, being helped
to clarify and enrich with problematic contents and reflections. Referring to the cases
taken into account in the Philippines, it is necessary to point out that these were not
examined with the aim of advancing a complete project proposal, but rather to define a
methodological layout, based on the idea of the project conceived as a process. The intent
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History images of the churches
(from left: Dimiao Church, Loon Church,
Alburquerque Church, Loboc Church).

is to precisely offer reflections which may show some utility compared to similar cases, to
broaden the range of opportunities regarding the decisions which still have to be taken, to
suggest alternatives that were not being considered.
A first field of reflections is centred on the case of the reconstruction of religious
buildings of the island of Bohol, destroyed or significantly damaged by the earthquake in
October 2013, a heritage belonging to the Jesuit and Augustinian foundation dating back to
the Eighteenth century, but then undergone continuous modifications. The Bohol churches
are also located according an extremely interesting configuration within the island’s
territory, mainly along the coast and probably their location responds to uniform principles
of settlement, which should be studied and interpreted properly. As testimonies of the
Spanish colonization and the role of the Jesuits in the Philippines, these religious buildings
constitute meaningful and layered architectures, with the use of local materials and at the
same time as places of social reference over time.
After an initial reasoning on Dauis Church, subject of a doctoral research (see Vassallo C.,
Emerging from disaster through a post-emergency design process: the Church of Dauis
in Bohol Island, Philippines, pp. 79-96), in the context of a seminar held in Bohol, it was

Relationships between Churches and Convents
(from left: Dimiao Church, Loon Church,
Alburquerque Church, Loboc Church).

decided to focus on four cases, on which Master Thesis projects have been developed,
about the religious complexes of Alburquerque, Dimiao, Loboc and Loon, establishing
an interesting comparison with the College of Architecture Dilman, who was working on
behalf of the Ministry.
The four selected cases represent a very significant cross-section, as they show different
conditions and damages, paving the way for interesting comparisons, in order to develop
design processes and proposals that can be extended to the whole religious heritage of
Bohol, hit by the earthquake, but also to other areas of the Philippines, where religious
presence assumes very important role for the community.
It is important to immediately point out that the perspective from which the different cases
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have been analysed is not closely related to the consolidation and restoration of churches
and monasteries, therefore it does not strictly regard the conservation strategies of
architectural heritage (see Bulaong C.B.S., State of Historical Conservation Programs and
Policies in the Philippines, pp. 63-78), although it may offer a useful comparison common
ground, introducing another point of view which is that of the urban project, in a phase of
transition from the post-emergence to the reconstruction.
In this sense, very interesting first data are related to conditions of analogy which can be
caught within the different cases, regarding the relation between the religious complexes
and the residential settlements, small villages that in very large extent relate to these
emerging architectures, which assume the role and the significance of a real central public
place, with open and closed spaces strongly intertwined, besides the aggregation factor of
a few other public spaces of the community, such as the town hall, the school. In all these
situations the church constitutes an identity factor of the entire settlement which, over the
years, has been built, has been layered upon, and has been transformed through a mutual
and constant interchange among the church, the site and the people. The comparison
among the different cases is truly very interesting, both from morphological and settlement
patterns point of view and historical-architectural and typological one.
There are many common aspects that characterize the different churches. Above all it is
interesting to underline that they are the outcome of a complex creation process, a process
that comes from the abandonment of the traditional lightweight materials (coconut wood
and bamboo) that used to characterize the earlier religious settlements, to be replaced by

The scales of damage.
(from left: Dimiao Church, Loon Church,
Alburquerque Church, Loboc Church).

New temporary Churches.

blocks of coral stone, with a grainy texture and decorative incisions, a proper process of
petrification which appears, from the technological-constructive profile, deeply interesting.
So does the study of the relation between churches and convents, where it is possible to see
many articulated case studies, related in this case as well to the dynamics of transformation
of the monasteries according the technical and construction profile, but also their location
in relation to the churches (compact fronts and potentially unitary or elements placed in
a subordinate position) besides the presence of elements of connection church-convent
which assume a very significant importance within the religious complexes, having kept a
deeply unified general figure during time.
With the earthquake in 2013 very different situations have occurred, because of the
different damages undergone by the religious complexes, damages due to the variable
local conditions, but also to the reaction skills by structural systems, hardly characterized
by a unitary solution (see Luna M.C.A., The Structural Significance of the Multi-Inclined
Roofs of Philippine Spanish-Colonial Structures, pp. 142-158). In Albur, the Santa Monica
Church is almost intact; therefore it needs a timely consolidation intervention. In Dimiao,
there are more consistent damages to the Church of San Nichola da Tolentino, which
nonetheless do not affect the compactness of the whole volume. In Loboc the transept
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and other important parts of the building completely collapsed, while in Loon the Church
of Our Lady of Light is completely collapsed.
In reality, the damages have of course affected the convents and the areas all around the
religious complex as well, therefore the issues to be addressed are obviously much more
complex, so that it is possible to affirm that the modality and the extent of damage have
deeply altered typological, morphological relations and the existing urban connections.
Since the earthquake until today, while the “reconstruction” has not been significantly
initiated, many things have changed in the meantime: in summary it can be said that there
has been a gradual readjustment process, in which the population has played an active role,
giving back centrality to the religious complexes in an increasingly less temporary frame.
Except for the case of Alburquerque, where a small iron-wooden structure has been
realized at the service of the convent, in the other three cases taken into consideration
there has been a substantial change in the organization of religious space with the
realization of a new church in reinforced concrete, after an initial phase during which
religious services were held outdoors under temporary shelters.

The project for Dimiao Church: the consolidation of
the transept and the new volumes.
(Master Thesis project developed by Francesca
Vardaro).

The project for Dimiao Church: the path between the
Church and the Convent
(Master Thesis project developed by Francesca
Vardaro).

The attempt has been addressed to a transitional form of repair, which has assumed in
time a more consolidated and stabilized configuration and has changed the former religious
reference place.
These new situations make the project face with a certain number of questions, which
largely go beyond the discourse about the restoration intervention of churches and
monasteries. In fact, in these cases, the central issue to be addressed, in an innovative way,
concerns the ways in which establishing a dialogue with what has happened and keeps
happening: the architectural project has to take into account and reflect on the continuation
of a cycle of life which in fact is now already started, in which the pre-existence has to
be returned to the community in a new condition, which can not only regard the building
itself, but has to deal in a extremely deep way with the contextual relations, a complex
palimpsest, in which the financial resources and the inhabitants needs are intertwined,
nonetheless with the ideas of space and architecture in some way already proposed and
the available materials. These relations involve not only the churches, but also the convents
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and then the other open spaces and the other buildings, which are the elements who kept
surviving even after the earthquake, although in a different state than the previous one.
In these situations, the project proposals for reconstruction in order to return to a
normality condition have necessarily to accommodate the processes which have been
registered, therefore they have to be conceived in a logic of progression, able to continue
over time, by changing and transforming, considerably if needed, being updated
continuously.
The presence of the new churches, “provisional and definitive at the same time”,
allows developing a complete reflection on the role of new architectural elements in the
restoration of pre-existing religious complexes. It is a much-discussed topic, especially in
the Italian cultural debate after the Second World War, from which perhaps could be drawn
useful reflections, in reference to the particular situation of the Philippine Churches. In
summary, beyond the extent of the operation to be carried out and the consistency of the
elements to be placed in the existing configuration, it definitely arises in different situations
an issue of distinctiveness of the new intervention, which has long been discussed. These
actions may deal with, as in the case of Dimiao, the consolidation of the transept of the
church by the addition of buttresses, but also, still in Dimiao, the construction of a small

The project for Loon Church: the new Church
(Master Thesis project developed by Federica
Sommella).
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volume of passage between the church and the convent, replacing existing elements of
connection which appear precarious and at this point lost.
Excluding the hypothesis of the reconstruction, perhaps with reinforced concrete
buttresses, covered with stone, the proposal is to intervene with a steel structure, which in
some way could be crossed, so as to realize an urban passage, protected by textile panels.
A similar argument has been developed in the case of the air passage from the church to
the convent, through the use of a light steel structure, assigning to this structure also the
role of mediating element between inside and outside, a condition that largely characterizes
religious complexes of Bohol.
Ultimately, some elements of the existing church to be replaced are “translatable” in
a contemporary way, but above all they can fulfil new tasks, breaking more and more
the idea of isolation emerging architecture of the churches, which could in turn be
accentuated by a logic exclusively centred on linguistic and figurative aspects. There is the
need to give multiple answers, although not completely forgetting the original structure,
grafting a possible extraneous body. At the same time, it is not possible to work on an

The project for the existing Loon Church
(Master Thesis project developed by Federica
Sommella).
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abstract crystallization of a lost condition, proposing a reconstruction “as it was, where
it was”. It is therefore still a convincing reflection of some decades ago by Ignasi de Solà
Morales when he stated that: «the relationship between a new architectural intervention
and existing architecture is a phenomenon that changes according to the cultural values
attributed to both the meaning of historic architecture and the intentions of the new
intervention. Therefore, it is extremely misleading to think that it is possible to define a
permanent doctrine and even less a scientific definition of architectural intervention. On
the contrary, only by understanding what had been, in each case, the conceptions from
which the action started, it is possible to discern the different characteristics that, over time,
this relationship has assumed. The design of a new architecture not only comes physically
close to the existing one and enters into a visual and spatial relation with it, but truly sets
an interpretation of the historical material with which it measures, so that this material
is subject to a real reading, accompanying explicitly or implicitly the new development
to its overall meaning, working on the contrast between old and new architecture but
through a contrast that translates differences in textures, materials, geometries, and urban
fabric density, does not pretend to appear as a negative element, a historical architecture
repudiation» (de Sola Morales 1985, p. 37).
Therefore, what has been preserved of the original structure can be used as a starting point
for a careful design operation, aimed at preserving the identity, contents and the cultural
values of each church, but also to ensure reintegration in the context, overcoming a view
of opposition. In any case, by intervening on a historical artefact, it always deals with

The project for Arbur Church: the added element
(Master Thesis project developed by Stefano
Schiazzano).

The project for Arbur Church: the added element and
the school building
(Master Thesis project developed by Stefano
Schiazzano).

performing an interpretation that determines an intrinsically transformative action, able to
substantially alter, often also in non-visible way, the previous building text.
A second aspect of major importance to be investigated concerns the relation between the
existing church and the new church built in the post-emergency phase. In Dimiao, once
completed the consolidation and securing of the existing church, it will be in some way
possible to reuse the new church for other functions, as part of an urban plan that affects
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The project for the Eremita Cemetery near the Dimiao
Church
(Master Thesis project developed by Francesca
Vardaro).

the area in its entirety. While in Loon, the new church becomes an element from which
it is possible to let a dynamic arise, able to determine, from the point of view of use, the
replacement of the existing church.
In this last case, with the total collapse of the church, a total damage occurred and it is
completely legitimate the need of a reconstruction felt by the population, in order to not
allow losing the use and the memory of this community heritage. The design proposal, in
this case, starts from the verification that the new church in reinforced concrete, although
strongly under dimensioned, has replaced the previous one. The building appears in a
position in which it may still expand, gradually, to accommodate a new nave and a bell
tower and then to enlarge more through the introduction of other elements, such as the
sacristy and other service areas, by connecting or incorporating other existing volumes.
In this way, it is a grafted mechanism that incorporates the structure built during the
emergency, which presents many and varied enlarging directions and which is configured
according all features as an open work, not only to a plurality of solutions in the present,
but also to future developments which today are not easily predictable.
In parallel, a design reflection on the large open space has started, the area of the ruins
of the former church, opening a theme of great charm and complexity, which has to be
developed taking into account the needs of the population who is not very fascinated
with the suggestion of the large space in ruins. There have been many contemporary

The projects: Dimiao Church and Loon Church.
(Master Thesis project developed by Francesca
Vardaro and Federica Sommella).

interventions, which have tried to interpret spaces of such a type, originated by multiple
causes (see Coppolino F., Ruins in motion. Narrative strategies of the project for ruined
spaces in contemporary city, pp. 127-141). In the specific situation, as the materials with
which it was built the existing church are currently available on site, it was proposed to
“reconstruct” the two most important parts of the building, the facade and the altar,
with part of back part, simplifying the existing decorations. However, in the back side
of the altar you can establish a connection with the ruins of the former convent, so the
proposal designs a museum in the collapsed complex, with a path through the ruins and
exhibition spaces. With the partial redefinition of architectural elements, it is possible to
give importance to the presence of the church in the area, partially mending the tear, but
at the same time reaffirming the condition of ruin, in which the remains preserved, the
wall basement and the paving become usable and characterizing features of the new public
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The Masterplan
(project developed by Marco Imperatrice in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).

open space (see Di Palma B., From physical de-composition to identity reconstruction.
Architectural design for ruins as re-composition, pp. 97-112), To the identity of the church
before the disaster, which already constitutes the result of multiple factors, interweaves
and overlaps the next configuration in which, at the same time, the building becomes ruin
and memory, acquiring a transformed identity which contains the previous ones, but also
the images of other ruins produced by other disasters that inevitably arise when reasoning
about these places. In the case of Loon, memory as a factor of identity and memory
as part of the design process are inextricably intertwined (see Bernieri A. Architectural
transposition processes of the travel. Experiences and interferences, ideas and projects, pp.
113-126.
After the earthquake, there has been a forced abandonment of the church, but the
community, rooted in that place, has built a new space in which continuing to perform
religious activities. Precisely this is the fundamental step that occurred in Loon, in a
condition in which the church reduced to ruins and abandoned, will have a new life in
relation with all open and closed spaces, to it, directly or indirectly connected. This is one
of many possible solutions to the difficult problem of the intervention in a situation of
total collapse of the existing building. Not rebuilding where it was, how it was, not reducing
the ruin to a simple planimetric footprint, but the creation of a new outdoor space for
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religious services, in which the existing building and the memory of the earthquake can
also be alive and intertwined.
The reasoning on the relation between existing religious buildings to be restored and
additions to reinsert according specific logics allows people to get back their religious
spaces, but also open up wider issues related to the role of these buildings and these public
spaces within the villages of Bohol. In Alburquerque the monastery, which is one of the
most significant and emblematic episodes, could for example accommodate functions
related to the training of technicians and workers engaged in the restoration, at the service
of the whole island: from this perspective the exceptional nature of this religious complex
could be properly praised, giving it a key role in a territorial perspective, holding together
the churches of Bohol in a unified program of improvement. In order the monastery to
get rid of functions and uses that have burdened the internal organization, there is the need
to build support buildings, through which ensure the continuity of the traditional activities
of the convent, progressively expanding the range to new functions at the territorial level.
A similar mechanism of growth and urban integration could be scheduled for the school,
fundamental point of reference for the community. The new grafts, while denouncing the
differences compared to the pre-existences, keep alive the process of training and growth
of this central location, by using the available spaces, without imposing their presence.

The process between the informal and the formal
(project developed by Maria Reitano in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
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In Dimiao, once again, the focus is the convent, used as a school building. Again, it is
possible to partially free up of these functions the building and at the same time to create
a new volume of expansion for the existing school, for which it is possible to use the new
church as auditorium, somehow concluding the process initiated by the population.
In a perspective of progressive expansion of urban relations, the ancient cemetery of
the Hermit at north and areas disposed towards the sea at south play an important role
too, highly suited to trade. Connected to the open spaces arranged around the religious
complex, the Hermit area is interpreted as an open archaeological park, whose access is
based on the realization of a system of paths at different levels, giving result to the various
layers of the ancient cemetery.
Ultimately, in the cases of Alburquerque and Dimiao, the approach taken regarding the
architectural scale for the new church Loon, it is indeed applied to the urban scale, creating
new situations and configurations, in which anything that pre-exists is deleted, but rather
incorporated in dynamic systems, in which it is determined a complementary between what
exists and what is added.

Interactive board
(project developed by Francesco Casalbordino in the
final Syntesis Laboratory).
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Sito

Design issues on the coastal area of Barangay-Anibong

Assi trasversali

The second considered case presents a striking analogy with the earthquake time, on which
we have so far reasoned: in November 2013, the typhoon Yolanda, one of the strongest
ever recorded, caused serious damages to various areas of the Philippines and in particular
to the Tacloban island. Within the island territory, it has been taken in consideration the
coastal area of Barangay-Anibong, which used to have a dense urban fabric, arranged
between the main vehicular artery crossing the coast and the coastline itself, completely
swept away by the typhoon. As a result of this natural disaster, there has been a process
of abandonment of the heavily populated coastal area: a situation in which the wrecks of
large ships beached on the coast and even into the settlement, mingled with the remains
of houses and other temporary existing elements, fixed an image of this village, which
definitely in a very strong and significant way has come to represent this place and perhaps
symbolically other places as well, severely affected by the typhoon on the island of
Tacloban and other areas of the Philippines. In fact, “behind” this fixed and historicized
image, there is something much more intense, corporal and sacred and that perhaps can’t
be perceived from the outside, very much depending on the specificities of the local culture
(see Alegre J.D., Ethnopoetics of Resilience: Haiyan/Yolanda Ground Zero Philippines,
pp. 191-204). Again here the issues of identity and memory seem very important and they

Fascia pericolosità

Tracciato

Resettlement between the lines
(project developed by Alberta Imer in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
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involve the cultural heritage Waray, divided into show arts and crafts tradition.
In large part the dramatically chaotic scenario, symbolically represented by the beached
ships, was slowly removed, but at the same time the population, with the creation of light
and temporary structures, has returned to inhabit the area, clearly illegally and not taking
account of the conditions of risk that the area continues to have, prolonging a settlements
history which not even the strength of the typhoon could stop.
At the same time, the Tacloban Administration, with the support of cooperative structures
and international design, has developed a resettlement program which provides for the
development of this area by reasoning on the great potential of coastal areas, on building
a waterfront, with tourist and commercial facilities to be set up as part of an economic
development program to be implemented, after setting up interventions to ensure adequate
security. Within the program, the construction of several community facilities is planned
too, such as a conference centre, a research centre, some facilities for cultural development
and awareness and a memorial of the typhoon Yolanda.
It is a program which deals with Tacloban in its entirety, which defines a hypothesis of
reorganization and growth of the whole island, centred on strengthening the infrastructure,
ports and airports system, by redistributing positions and weights of the settlements.
In this scenario, Anibong will occupy an important role, because of its peculiarity as coastal

Protection measures and resettlement
(project developed by Raffaele Tieri and Ilaria Turco in
the final Syntesis Laboratory).
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area in a very strategic position, a new neighbourhood on the waterfront which participates
in a process of economic growth within the development of the city towards north.
In Anibong, any project proposal has to compare therefore with these contradictions
which, in very frequent measure, characterize the post-emergency phase of a disaster, in
the moment there is need to draw precise and safe streets, in order to ensure a balanced
return to normality and at the same time social and economic development of a settlement
with considerable potential, but also a condition of difficulty accentuated by both the
catastrophe and frameworks that have consolidated in the post-emergency phase.
Introducing project proposals in this situation is not very simple, therefore it is necessary
to clear away any operational ambitions, especially in the case there are obvious limits
of knowledge, that characterized the experiments on these themes developed during
the Workshop, held in October 2016 in Naples, with the participation of Italian and
Philippines teachers and students; and then the same themes have been developed in an
internal competition, elaborated in the final Synthesis Laboratory in Naples. However,
despite these limits to knowledge, it is not possible to deny of the great interest of the
Anibong situation in terms of research and of urban and architectural design, especially
if the goal is rethinking and renewal the commonly adopted strategies in post-emergency
phase and reconstruction, starting from the imperative needs to combine social, cultural
and environmental recovery of an area hit by a disaster and the needs of a community

Path along the coast
(project developed by Sveva Ventre in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
Natural Territorial Park
(project developed by Annunziata Schettino in the
final Syntesis Laboratory).
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connected to a strong identity. It is important to underline that the return of the population
to Anibong occurred, despite the construction of temporary residences in the northern
part of the city, also for its proximity to the workplace, and this is an essential point, which
plays a role to some extent within the program of urban renewal of Anibong area.
The question can’t simply deal with confirming the spontaneous settlement, in presence
of hazards or total removal of the population, to operate a pronounced transformation,
which cancels the nature and the tradition of this place. These difficulties affect the urban
project while especially undermining the established tool of the master plan: definitely it
has no sense the foreshadowing of a uniquely valid defined layout, which in a long time may
be realized. This is also because there is an objective difficulty in interpreting the transition
from the informal to the formal process, “from disorder to order”, by assessing how much
of the former can remain in the second, if there is no willing to undo what exists. In reality,
what tends to remain is right the scrap, the debris generated by the disaster, reused to build
precarious homes and that could be one of the materials through which create a new
configuration of the area. It is not possible to address this issue, forgetting the risks that the

Variable density
(project developed by Mariarosaria Scarpati in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).

Services aggregation and variable density
(project developed by Alessia Gentile in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
Terracing and plates
(project developed by Vittorio Riccio in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).

population would face if the normality ended up to be the same as before the typhoon. Also
for this reason, the re-use of the area can’t be considered as the outcome of a spontaneous
process, which, in a more or less long time, triggers a design, which, like a master lowered
from above, appears unlikely. However, it is interesting to notice how both the design research
lines working on the idea of master plan and those which, instead, completely refusing
this tool, retrace the dynamics of the “spontaneous” settlement formation, contain helpful
answers in the definition of a project for the contemporary territory.
«According to Richard Sennett for the realization of an open city it is necessary to aim at
the creation of ambiguous boundaries among the different parts of the city, generating
incomplete forms in buildings and planning unfinished narrative universes. In analysing the
ambiguous boundaries, Sennett quotes the biologist Stephen Jay Gould and his distinction
in natural ecologies between the two types of boundaries: limits and borders. The limit
is a boundary where things end; the border is a boundary where various groups interact»
(Nicolin 2014, p. 52).
Starting from these considerations, Pierluigi Nicolin, while reasoning around images from
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Common places
(project developed by Maria Assunta Barra Parisi in
the final Syntesis Laboratory).

the territories affected by tsunami, floods or hurricanes, emphasizes that «the initiatives to run
to cover and especially to prepare systems that have sufficient flexibility to protect ecosystems
and to assist the revival of the settlements, are hinged almost always on the idea of preserving
the interactive coastal board (Gould model), possibly to improve it through the design of a
coastal landscape in a position able to implement the strategies of mediation between the
forces of the earth and that of the ocean» (Nicolin 2014, p. 57).
The aim is therefore to overcome the concept of limit and barrier and to work on the
concept of interactive board, more precisely working on the boundaries marked by a disaster.
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This means to investigate the adaptive capacity of the border, not thinking to have the
previous settlement, not even to reach a definitive solution, but rather finding open and
constantly changing solutions, in line with an idea of open contemporary city.
To illustrate this dynamic, Nicolin refers to a principle of compliance, that is the capacity to
adapt to the conditions of exceptionality that water imposes, which penetrates and which
becomes a key factor of resilience, but of a kind of resilience without getting broken,
of flooding without destroying through the introduction of artificial reservoirs and soil
movements, without creating a barrier that breaks the relation with the sea, which is an
essential feature to the Anibong population.
In this perspective, the project becomes a resettlement work between the lines, which
has to work around the definition of an interactive board, which basically covers the area
at higher risk and the crest of the small hill of Anibong, along which some major urban
facilities are preserved.
It appears, therefore, interesting to mention the design proposal by Sanaa on Miyatojima
Island, destroyed by a tsunami in 2011, based on the relations between the lines as
well. In particular, in Mitatojima «the plan for the reconstruction proposes that the
three villages are reconstructed upstream, above the security zone at 10 meters high,
but below the natural area preservation boundary. The Sanaa studio has set the goal of
understanding, together with the inhabitants, how to find space for new settlements
within these two ideals security lines, altering the landscape as little as possible, and

The idea of house
(project developed by Marco Imperatrice in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
The house idea
(project developed by Maria Reitano in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
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The Memorial
(project developed by Vittorio Riccio in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).

restoring community connections with the villages» (Nicolin 2014, p. 89).
Definitely, the issue of the definition of the coastal protection system and of the lowering
of the vulnerabilities of the area has led to the formulation of several proposals. Some
proposals have worked on an “interactive board” as a unitary part in which the issues of
protection and the ones about resettlement are simultaneously deepened; others instead
have considered the safety as a sort of an autonomous prerequisite, a technical solution on
which graft different settlement processuality.
In both cases, these solutions are in line with the programs that the city of Tacloban
intends to implement, by identifying the most effective themes, in order to carry on the
resettlement interventions.
Clarified this aspect, which obviously plays an enormous importance for the predisposition
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of any project proposal, the other crucial issue on which to reason about is the
neighborhood, starting from the studies and the information provided by colleagues at the
University of Dillman, in close relationship with the Municipal Administration of Tacloban
(see Silvestre J.D., Fuentebella D.M., Barangay Anibong: a Catalyst for Redevelopment in
Post-Haiyan Tacloban, pp. 172-190).
In foreshadowing of the interventions, the idea of waterfront and public space, the
relationship with the topography, the role of infrastructure and services, the issue of
housing density, intervention materials at urban and architectural scale, has played a
fundamental role. These are closely intertwined and interdependent issues, which are
hard to separate and analyze in isolation, strength accentuating the importance of one of
these variables compared to the others. In any case, as the reflection on the relationship
“configured masterplan/ spontaneous settlement”, the accentuation of one aspect is
useful to assess the potential of a wider and braided design framework.
A first set of proposals works on the theme of territorial nature park, where large spaces
shortly built predominate, which in a sense is gradually returning the Anibong area to a
state of nature.
In contrast, a second group of projects provides a marked artificiality of the area, which
gives to the idea of the park a completely different connotation focused on touristic aspect,
where the walk along the coast becomes the principal factor.
Both of these proposals are moving in the logic of a unitary response of the area, which,
following the intervention tends to completely change the design with respect to what
existed before.
Those who wanted to take into account, in whole or in part, of what existed before have
taken directions that led to a greater fragmentation in the attitude and in the configuration
of the area. From this point there have been many roads led, but, wanting to summarize,

The Memorial
(project developed by Raffaele Tieri in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
The Memorial
(project developed by Adriano Landi in the final
Syntesis Laboratory).
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we can consider proposals working on an idea of variable density, with concentrations
around attractive factor, strategic areas for location (close to the port, for example) or
aggregation areas around pre-existing or new urban services and proposals that mark the
settlement density, as a function of the morphological and topographic situation, working
on soil artificialisation systems, such as terracing or even plates, arranged at elevated
altitudes than at sea level, to ensure safety conditions. In some cases they reconfirm the
large settlement in longitudinal lines parallel to the coast, in other proposals cross-links and
some of the hill areas are introduced.
Another interesting divergence concerns the question of the common areas, intermediate
between public and those strictly private spaces: also in this case the idea of self-regulated
formation is continuously mixed with optical rationalization, which tends to think of an
intermediate level between the single houses and something more complex, which tends to
approach to the “block”.
Still interesting is the idea of the house, that is presented in the different proposals, in
which come into play, with different emphases, four ingredients, the local Philippines
tradition with particular attention to the stilts (see Santos M.R.M., “Pasingtábî king Aldo
ampóng Ángin” (Homage to the Sun and the Wind). A Look into the Kapampángan
Vernacular Architecture, pp. 205-214), the idea of housing temporary, the techniques for
mitigates the impact of typhoons, anti-disaster devices and the research of contemporary
architecture on residences. This articulation returns in synthetic term the great complexity
of the problem and the necessity to overcome every form of trivialization and drift that,
taking unilaterally one of these lines of research would ultimately determine. Moreover in
some cases it is worked to extend to services (research centers, etc.) the characters of the
houses, in other to strongly depart from, almost to provide a contrast between emergency
and tissues.
Finally, through the theme of the memorial, which only in few cases has been faced as
implementation of a new symbolic element in an open space, we return to the theme of
the ruins referred to Bohol. There are different interpretations of the stranded ship, that
is the only remain after the typhoon, reinforced by incisions in the soil of other ships
stranded and then removed.
To the declination in a symbolic key of the theme, are linked interpretations that also try
to give a functional specification, introducing the theme of the museum or other public
functions.
In this perspective, Hitoshi Abe’s ideas appears convincing, referring to the Japanese cases,
that seem interesting to share now, in order to significantly close these considerations:
«we have the responsibility to pass on the knowledge gained from this disaster to future
generations, and the archive in constantly growing is an important part of this task.
We also need to preserve the memory of the disaster, but instead only looking back to
recall this unusual and catastrophic event, the memory can also be a constructive tool to
appropriately retain the remembrance of people and of the city brought out by the disaster

and to become aware of their loss while looking towards the future» (Abe 2014, p. 64). The
design questions raised by the Tacloban situation have given the opportunity also to do a
comparison with the case of the Miliscola area, in the municipality of Monte di Procida,
which from very different perspectives presents themes with several levels of analogy. Also
on this aspect it has been made a useful comparison with colleagues from the University of
Diliman, who have advanced proposals for this particular place of the Campi Flegrei (see
Fuentebella D.M., Ong T.A.Y., Coastal Crossings: A Comparative Analysis of Tacloban and
Miliscola, pp. 215-226).
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